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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the key components of the intelligent system,
which provides the ability to solve a wide range of tasks,
is problem solver. Their peculiarity in comparison with
other modern software systems is the necessity to solve
tasks in conditions when the needed information is not
explicitly localized in knowledge base of intelligent system
and must be found in the process of solving tasks based
on any criteria.

The development of intelligent systems problem solvers
at this moment is usually considered in the context of
individual (independent) intelligent systems operating in
some environment (the user is part of this environment,
if there is one). At the same time, there is an obvious
tendency of modern information technologies to move
from individual systems to collectives of distributed
interacting computer systems, in particular, to distributed
data storage and distributed computing. In the case
of intelligent computer systems, the most important
property of the systems involved in such collectives
becomes interoperability, which is the ability of the
system to interact in a coordinated manner with other
similar systems in order to solve any problems. Therefore,
the transition from the development of problem solvers
of individual intelligent systems to problem solvers of
interacting interoperable intelligent systems is especially
relevant, including the development of principles for
solving problems in such distributed teams, in light of
the solution of all the problems outlined above.

The expansion of the application areas of intelligent
systems requires them to be able to solve the so-called

complex problems, the solution of each of which requires
combining several models of problem solving, while it is
not known a priori in what order and how many times a
particular model will be used. problem solvers, in which
several problem solving models are combined, are called
hybrid problem solvers, and intelligent systems, in which
various types of knowledge and various problem solving
models are combined – hybrid intelligent systems [1].

Improving the efficiency of the development and use
of hybrid intelligent systems requires the unification
of models for the representation of various types of
knowledge and models of knowledge processing, which
would make it easy to integrate components based on it
correspond to different models of problem solving. Such
models based on the unified semantic representation of
information are proposed within the framework of the
OSTIS Technology [2]–[4]. The systems developed using
this technology are called ostis-systems. The encoding of
information in the memory of ostis-systems (sc-memory)
is based on the language of unified semantic networks,
called SC-code. The elements of such a semantic network
(sc-text) are called sc-elements (sc-nodes, sc-arcs, sc-
edges).

Within the frame of this article, it is proposed to clarify
the principles of solving problems by a distributed team
of interacting intelligent computer systems on the basis
of the previously proposed principles of solving problems
within the framework of individual intelligent computer
systems (see [3]). To solve this problem, it is proposed to
consider such a system of interacting intelligent computer
systems as a multi-agent system and clarify the principle
of agent behavior in such a system.

II. PRINCIPLES OF DEVELOPING PROBLEM SOLVERS
FOR INDIVIDUAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS

The proposed approach to problem solving is based
on a number of ideas related to the concept of situational
management proposed in the work of D. Pospelov [5] and
developed in works in the field of multi-agent knowledge
processing [6].
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Let’s consider the principles underlying the proposed
approach to the development of hybrid problem solvers
[3], [4]:

• as a foundation for creating a hybrid problem solver
model, it is proposed to use multi-agent approach.
This approach allows to provide a foundation for the
construction of parallel asynchronous systems with a
distributed architecture, to increase the modifiability
and performance of the developed problem solvers;

• problem solver is proposed to be considered as a hier-
archical system consisting of several interconnected
levels;

• it is proposed to record all information about the
solver and the problems solved by them using SC-
code in the same knowledge base as the actual
subject of systems knowledge. This will allow,
firstly, to ensure the independence of the developed
problem solvers from the platform for interpreting
semantic models of ostis-systems (ostis-platforms,
see [4]), secondly, to enable the system to analyze the
processes occurring in it, optimize and synchronize
their execution, that is, to ensure reflexivity of the
designed intelligent systems.

The focus on multi-agent approach as a foundation for
building hybrid problem solvers is owing a number of
advantages of such an approach [3], [4], [7]–[9].

In accordance with these principles, the ostis-system
problem solver is proposed to be divided into components
corresponding to classes of logically atomic actions in
semantic memory, called sc-agents.

Logical atomicity of performed sc-agent actions as-
sumes that each sc-agent reacts to its corresponding class
of situations and/or events occurring in sc-memory and
performs a certain transformation of sc-text located in
the semantic neighborhood of the processed situations
and/or events. At the same time, each sc-agent generally
does not have information about which other sc-agents
are currently present in the system and interacts with
other sc-agents exclusively through the formation of
some constructs (usual— action specifications) in the
common sc-memory. Such a message can be, for example,
a question addressed to other sc-agents in the system (it
is not known in advance which one specifically), or an
answer to a question posed by other sc-agents (it is not
known in advance which one specifically). Thus, each
sc-agent at any given time controls only a fragment of
knowledge base in the context of the task being solved
by this agent task, the state of the rest of the knowledge
base is generally unpredictable for sc-agent.

A certain method can be assigned to an action class, that
is, a description of how any or almost any (with explicit
exceptions) action belonging to this action class can be
performed. Since a specific class of actions corresponds
to some specific class of tasks, we can say that the method
describes a way to solve any tasks belonging to a given

class. The concept of a method can be considered a
generalization of the concept of "program", and therefore
within the framework of OSTIS Technology the terms
"method" and "program" are synonymous, and the term
"method representation language" is synonymous with
the term "programming language".

Since it is assumed that copies of the same sc-agent or
functionally equivalent sc-agents can work on different
ostis-systems, while being physically different sc-agents ,
then it is expedient to consider the properties and classifi-
cation not of sc-agents, but of classes of functionally
equivalent sc-agents, which we will call abstract sc-
agents. abstract sc-agent is understood as a certain class
of functionally equivalent sc-agents, different instances
(that is, representatives) of which can be implemented in
different ways.

III. HIERARCHY OF SC-AGENTS FROM THE POINT OF
VIEW OF THE METHOD REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE

LEVEL

Sc-agents can be classified according to various criteria.
Since we can talk about the hierarchy of methods (meth-
ods of interpretation of other methods) and, accordingly,
the hierarchy of skills, then there is a need to talk about
the hierarchy of sc-agents that provide interpretation of
a particular method. In this context, we can talk about
the hierarchy of sc-agents in two aspects:

• abstract sc-agent (and, accordingly, sc-agent) can
uniquely correspond to method (sc-agent program)
describing the activity of this sc-agent. Such agents
will be called atomic abstract sc-agents;

• abstract sc-agents sometimes it is advisable to
combine such agents into collectives, which can be
considered as one integral abstract sc-agent, from a
logical point of view, working on the same principles
as atomic abstract sc-agents, that is, reacting to
events in sc-memory and describing its activities
within this memory.Such a abstract sc-agent will
not correspond to any specific method stored in sc-
memory, but the rest of the specification of abstract
sc-agent (initiation condition, description of the
initial situation and the result of sc-agent and so
on) remains the same as that of atomic abstract sc-
agent. Therefore, we can say that the concept of
atomicity/non-atomicity of abstract sc-agent indi-
cates how the implementation of this abstract sc-
agent is specified – by specifying a specific method
(program sc-agent) or by decomposition of abstract
sc-agent to simpler ones. It is important to note that
non-atomic abstract sc-agents can also be part of
other, more complex non-atomic abstract sc-agents.
Thus, a hierarchical system of abstract sc-agents
is formed, generally having an random number of
levels.

• In turn, the corresponding sc-agent method should
be interpreted by some other sc-agent of a lower
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level, and most often by a team of such agents,
each of which is assigned its own method describing
the behavior of this agent, but already at a lower
level. Therefore, we can say that the concept of
atomicity/non-atomicity of abstract sc-agents is
applicable within the framework of one method
description language. In turn, we can talk about
the hierarchy of abstract sc-agents from the point of
view of the level of the language of description of the
methods corresponding to such agents. In general,
such a hierarchy can also have an unlimited number
of levels, however, it is obvious that when lowering
the level of the method description language, sooner
or later we must approach the method description
language, which will be interpreted by agents imple-
mented at the level of ostis-platform, and descending
even lower - to the level of the method description
language, interpreted at the hardware level. Thus,
in order to ensure the platform independence of
ostis-systems, it is advisable to allocate a method
description language that would be interpreted at
the level of ostis-platform and be the basis for the
development of interpreters of higher-level languages.
Language SCP is suggested as such a language
(Semantic Code Programming), which is considered
as an assembler for associative semantic computer
[4].

With that stated, we will distinguish two variants of
the classification of abstract sc-agents. Classification of
abstract sc-agents on the basis of atomicity:

abstract sc-agent
⇒ subdividing*:

{{{• non-atomic abstract sc-agent
• atomic abstract sc-agent

}}}

Classification of abstract sc-agents based on the possi-
bility of their implementation at the platform-independent
level:

abstract sc-agent
⇒ subdividing*:

{{{• abstract sc-agent, not implemented in the
SCP language

• abstract sc-agent, implemented in the
SCP language

}}}

The classification of abstract sc-agents is discussed in
more detail in [3].

IV. PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION OF PROBLEM
SOLVING IN A DISTRIBUTED TEAM OF OSTIS-SYSTEMS

Above, the principles of organizing the process of
solving a problem by a team of agents within an individual

ostis-system were considered. Given the necessity of
solving problems in a distributed team of ostis-systems,
it is advisable to talk about two types of multi-agent
systems within the framework of OSTIS Technology:

• internal system of sc-agents over common sc-
memory within some ostis-system;

• a distributed system of ostis-systems within the
OSTIS Ecosystem [4].

In both cases, we can talk about hierarchy of agents:
• within the internal system of sc-agents, atomic

abstract sc-agents and non-atomic abstract sc-agents
are distinguished, in addition, there is a hierarchy
of sc-agents from the point of view of the method
interpretation language;

• Within the OSTIS Ecosystem, both individual ostis-
systems and collective ostis-systems are distinguished,
which in turn can consist of both individual ostis-
systems and collective ostis-systems.

The key difference between the distributed system of
ostis-systems and the internal system of -agents within
the framework of individual ostis-system is the absence of
a common memory that stores a common knowledge base
for all sc-agents and acts as a medium for communication
of sc-agents. In general, as a means of communication
between agents within the framework of dedicated agent
systems, it can be used:

• Shared unallocated (monolithic) memory, as in the
case of sc-agents over sc-memory;

• Shared distributed memory. In this case, from a
logical point of view, agents can assume that they
are still working on a shared memory, within which
the entire available knowledge base is stored, but
in reality the knowledge base will be distributed
among several ostis-systems and the transformations
performed will have to be synchronized between
these ostis-systems;

• Specialized communication channels. Obviously,
when solving a problem in a distributed team of
ostis-systems, there must be language and technical
means that allow for the transmission of messages
from one ostis-system to another.

All the listed methods of communication, depending
on the class of the problem being solved, the knowledge
and skills required for its solution, as well as the currently
existing (available) set of ostis-systems, can be combined.

The idea of the maximum possible unification and
convergence of the principles of problem solving within
the framework of an individual ostis-system and a
distributed team of ostis-systems is proposed as the
basis for solving problems within a distributed team of
ostis-systems. This approach has the following important
advantage: if the general principles of problem solving
do not depend on which specific set of ostis-systems is
involved in solving a particular problem, then it becomes
possible to easily switch from individual ostis-system to
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a distributed team of ostis-systems with its complication
without the need to significantly revise the team of agents,
which are part of such an ostis-system and rethink the
approach used to solve problems of a particular class. To
switch from individual ostis-system to collective ostis-
system, it is enough to do the following steps:

• Divide the set of classes of problems solved by this
ostis-system into a family of subsets, each of which
has some logical integrity, the criteria of which are
generally determined by the developer. At the same
time, these subsets may intersect, but when combined
they must give the original set, so it is necessary to
construct one of the possible coverings* for the set
of classes of problems solved by this ostis-system;

• For each of the selected subsets, it is necessary to
form a set of knowledge and skills necessary to solve
the problems of this set of classes. At the same
time, in the general case, it may be necessary to
revise the hierarchy of skills and their corresponding
sc-agents, in particular, the transformation of some
atomic sc-agents into non-atomic ones. Theoretically,
it is impossible to avoid such a situation, but such
situations can be practically eliminated at the stage
of designing problem solvers of individual ostis-
systems, making the hierarchy of agents sufficiently
deep and matching atomic sc-agents with such
classes of tasks, the division of which into subclasses
from a practical point of view does not make sense.
A similar situation may arise during the allocation
of fragments of the knowledge base. In this case, it
may be necessary to revise the hierarchy of subject
areas and ontologies and, possibly, the allocation of
new subject areas. As in the case of problem solvers,
it is possible to avoid such a situation in practice
if the hierarchy of subject areas is deep enough so
that the allocation of more specific subject areas is
practically impractical;

• Each set of knowledge and skills formed in this way
becomes, respectively, the knowledge base and the
problem solver of the new ostis-system, which will
be able to implement only part of the functionality
of the original ostis-system.

Such separation can be performed iteratively and for the
resulting ostis-systems, in general, an unlimited number
of times, creating at each iteration a new "generation" of
ostis-systems obtained by decomposition of the original
ostis-system.

therefore, the proposed idea of unifying the principles
of problem solving in ostis-systems of any kind allows:

• from a practical point of view, remove the restriction
on the expansion of functionality (training) not
only of the individual ostis-system, but also of
the collective ostis-system, therefore allowing us to
constantly increase the functionality of the OSTIS
Ecosystem as a whole.

• from a theoretical (architectural) point of view, we
can talk about the fractal nature of not only the
internal organization of ostis-systems, but also the
collectives of ostis-systems, which, in turn, makes
it possible to inherit other principles of building
individual ostis systems in distributed collectives
of ostis-systems, including, for example, the design
methodology ostis-systems and their components and
the corresponding means, as well as the principles
of synchronization of parallel information processes
corresponding to sc-agents.

The interaction of sc-agents within the framework of an
individual ostis-system is based on the refined principle
of the "bulletin board" in which agents interact through
a common sc-memory for them . To implement the same
idea in the case of a distributed collective ostis-system,
it is necessary to select some sc-memory to perform this
role. When solving problems in a distributed team of ostis-
systems, two options for organizing agent interaction are
possible (which are the ostis-systems themselves):

• If the task being solved is quite complex and requires
frequent access to several separate ostis-systems,
then it is advisable to create a temporary ostis-system
by combining separate ostis-systems, where all sc-
agents that were part of the original ostis-systems
become internal, and the principles of organizing
their interaction are known. In this case, the costs
of solving the problem are significantly reduced, but
there are overhead costs for creating such temporary
ostis-systems. Thus, it is necessary to separately
develop criteria on the basis of which a decision will
be made on the expediency of such an association.
Note that in order to be able to save the result and the
progress of solving the problem for subsequent use,
it is advisable to combine ostis-systems based on one
of the ostis-systems included in such an association,
and not create a completely new ostis-system. At the
same time, knowledge and skills from the combined
systems will be copied into such a system, and these
combined systems themselves may not change at all.
Then, after solving the problem, it will be necessary
to exclude from the original ostis-system those skills
and knowledge that were needed only to solve this
problem.
It is important to note that the described integra-
tion of ostis-systems, due to the peculiarities of
their architecture, is much easier than in other
computer systems, since the principles of building
both knowledge bases and problem solvers of ostis-
systems initially assume the possibility of unlimited
expansion of the knowledge and skills available in
the system without the need to make changes to the
already existing knowledge base and solver. Thus,
the integration of two ostis-systems, subject to their
semantic compatibility, is reduced to the usual set-
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theoretic unification of their knowledge bases and
problem solvers and the subsequent exclusion of
duplicated components. Due to this, the creation
of such temporary ostis-systems can be performed
automatically, which makes the application of this
approach to the organization of problem solving
expedient in many cases.

• Another possible option assumes that the sc-memory
of one of the ostis-systems that are part of the ostis-
systems team is selected as the medium for the
interaction of sc-agents (both external and internal,
the external ostis-system is also considered as a sc-
agent from the point of view of the problem solving
process). The following criteria for choosing this
sc-memory are proposed:
– If the task is solved repeatedly within the frame-

work of some ostis-community (community of
ostis-systems and their users, then, to coordinate
the actions of sc-agents, the sc-memory of the
corporate ostis-system for this ostis-community is
selected;

– If a team of ostis-systems is formed temporarily
(on a one-time basis) to solve this problem, then
the sc-memory of the ostis-system that initiated the
solution of this problem is selected to coordinate
the actions of sc-agents.

The disadvantage of this option is the cost of
communication between ostis-systems. If for some
reason these costs are high (for example, due to the
poor quality of the connection between the systems),
then it is more appropriate to use the first of the
proposed options.

In any of the proposed options, some specific sc-memory
is eventually determined, which becomes an environment
for the interaction of agents performing the task solution,
according to the principles outlined in the . Then it
is possible to clarify the concept of a sc-agent as
a component of a problem solver in the context of
distributed problem solving by a team of ostis-systems
and consider as a sc-agent not only a component of the
solver of an individual ostis-system, but also any ostis-
system that is part of a permanent or temporary team of
ostis-systems that solve any problems, since the principles
of interaction ostis-systems in such a team completely
coincide with the principles of interaction of sc-agents
as part of the solver of an individual ostis-system.

Thus, we can talk about a fractal hierarchical structure
(see [10]) of a distributed hybrid problem solver, within
which two variants of the hierarchy of sc-agents are
distinguished:

• Hierarchy of sc-agents from the point of view of the
level of method representation languages in which
the methods corresponding to these sc-agents are
presented. Within this hierarchy, in turn, three levels
can be distinguished that have important differences:

– The ostis-platform sc-agent level, which provides
interpretation of platform-independent level meth-
ods within the framework of an individual ostis-
system, within which a hierarchy of presentation
languages of ostis-platform level methods and
corresponding means of their interpretation can
be distinguished;

– The level of platform-independent sc-agents within
an individual ostis-system, within which a hierar-
chy of platform-independent method representa-
tion languages can be distinguished;

– The level of distributed collectives of ostis-
systems, at which it is also possible to talk about
the method representation languages and their
hierarchy, but in general, even individual methods
can be physically stored distributed in different
ostis-systems. For example, we can talk about the
method representation language for the financial
activities of large enterprises, but it is advisable
to allocate sublanguages to describe the activities
of departments of various categories and have
separate ostis-systems for servicing each of the
departments.

• Hierarchy of sc-agents in terms of atomicity/non-
atomicity within a single method representation
language. The formation of such a hierarchy may
be appropriate at any level of the language of the
method representation language and leads to the
allocation of:
– atomic platform-dependent sc-agents and non-

atomic platform-dependent sc-agents at the ostis-
platform level;

– atomic platform-independent sc-agents and non-
atomic platform-independent sc-agents at the
platform-independent level within the framework
of an individual ostis-system;

– individual ostis-systems and collective ostis-
systems at the level of problem solving within
the OSTIS Ecosystem.

The presented hierarchy of abstract sc-agents and
methods corresponding to atomic abstract sc-agents is
illustrated in Figure 1. The label “M” in the figure
conventionally denotes methods, the label “AA” and “NA”
– atomic abstract sc-agents and non-atomic abstract sc-
agents, respectively, solid arrows show the decomposition
of non-atomic sc-agents into simpler ones, and dotted
arrows – the relationship between methods and their
operational semantics, that is, abstract sc-agents that
provide interpretation of these methods. As shown in the
figure above, there should be a clear boundary between
methods that are described at the ostis-platform level and
methods that can be described at the platform-independent
level. In addition, the upper part of the figure shows ostis-
systems that are agents within the OSTIS Ecosystem,
and together with the ostis-system considered in more
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detail in the lower part of the figure, performing the
interpretation of methods within the OSTIS Ecosystem
(shown by larger rectangles with the label “M”).
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Figure 1. Figure. Hierarchy of sc-agents.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper considers an approach to the organization of
problem solving within a distributed team of intelligent
computer systems that are part of the OSTIS Ecosystem
(ostis-systems).

Further development of the presented principles of
problem solving by distributed teams of ostis-systems
involves:

• Development of formal criteria for assessing the
feasibility or inexpediency of the formation of
temporary individual ostis-systems;

• Development of the language and principles of
messaging between ostis-systems that are part of
the ostis-systems team that solves any task. Despite
the fact that from a logical point of view, each ostis-
system is treated as a sc-agent and the principles of
their interaction remain the same, the implemen-
tation, for example, of the ability to respond to
events in the knowledge base and make changes
to this knowledge base for internal sc-agents and

external ostis-systems will be different and requires
clarification.
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Принципы решения задач в
распределенных коллективах

интеллектуальных компьютерных систем
нового поколения
Шункевич Д. В.

В работе рассмотрен подход к организации решения
задач в рамках распределенного коллектива интеллектуаль-
ных компьютерных систем, входящих в состав Экосистемы
OSTIS (ostis-систем). Рассмотрена классификация агентов в
рамках такой системы, а также приницпы их взаимодействия.
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